
Introduction
Sport-related respiratory symptoms are commonly reported by
athletes, and differentiating between what is ‘physiologically
appropriate’ and symptoms arising from underlying cardiorespiratory
pathology can be difficult. In this case, a key differential diagnosis is
exercise-induced bronchoconstriction (EIB) – a transient airway
narrowing that occurs in association with exercise.  

The term EIB is often used interchangeably with exercise-induced
asthma; however, ‘EIB’ is favoured, since exercise triggers
bronchoconstriction but does not induce the clinical syndrome that
defines ‘asthma’. Moreover, EIB can be a physiological phenomenon
occurring in athletes in the absence of other features of asthma, but
in others EIB is a sign of untreated asthma.

The pathophysiology of EIB is complex and incompletely
understood; however, it is established that exercise hyperpnoea can
precipitate EIB by inducing osmotic changes at the distal airway

surface – more specifically, by acting to effectively desiccate the
airway surface, driving a local osmotic stimulus that results in cell
shrinkage leading to ion flux, release of local mediators, and
ultimately airway smooth muscle contraction.1

The prevalence of EIB is high in athletes of all abilities (~20% in
both gym attendees2 and summer Olympic athletes3,4) and has
consequences for both health and exercise performance.5

Significantly, the approach to diagnosis and management of EIB in
primary care appears to conflict with guideline recommendations.6

Approach to clinical assessment    
Clinical assessment should focus on evaluating features supporting
a diagnosis of EIB, but with diligent consideration for alternative
diagnoses such as cardiac pathology. Important aspects to consider
include the fact that:  
• Symptoms of EIB include shortness of breath, an increased

breathing effort, chest tightness, wheeze and/or cough.
Athletes may also report reduced performance or increased
fatigue.

• The onset of symptoms in EIB classically occurs following a bout
of intense exercise (e.g. fast jogging with heart rate >85%
predicted maximum) that is sustained for longer than a few
minutes (usually 5–10 mins).

• Symptoms more prominent on inspiration may indicate
transient upper airway obstruction which is termed exercise-
induced laryngeal obstruction.7 The latter can mimic EIB,
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Clinical case scenario

A 24-year-old amateur competitive athlete attends complaining
of 'difficulty breathing' when training and competing. She says
symptoms start shortly after she begins exercising and reports
difficulty 'catching her breath'. She also reports hearing
occasional wheeze after an exercise session. She has no other
medical history and otherwise feels very well. 
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although typically symptoms are maximal at peak exercise and
regress with exercise cessation. An accurate diagnosis of
exercise-induced laryngeal obstruction is dependent on direct
visualisation of the upper airway during exercise.7

• Symptoms usually remit spontaneously within 30 mins and
about 50% of athletes display a refractory period during which
respiratory symptoms do not recur with a repeated exercise
challenge.8 Symptoms may persist, and it is important to note
that some symptoms attributed to EIB (e.g. cough) may actually
arise from stimulation of sensory nerves within the airway tree
(i.e. distinct from bronchoconstriction).9

• A diagnosis of EIB is more likely in those with a history of atopy10

and in those taking part in certain sports such as swimming and
cold weather sports. The role of environmental conditions and
specific exposure triggers remains uncertain. There is evidence
that exposure to potentially noxious training environments (e.g.
pollutants in an indoor skating arena) is detrimental to lung
function, but the role of chlorine exposure in the development
of EIB remains to be fully determined.11 Certainly, symptoms in
atopic individuals may be potentiated by exercise when exposed
to the relevant sensitising aeroallergen.

Clinical examination in the consulting room will often provide little
further evidence to secure or refute the diagnosis of EIB because
features occur in the setting of exertion. It is important, however, to
perform a cardiorespiratory examination to exclude alternative
diagnoses (e.g. auscultate for a cardiac murmur). 

The differential diagnosis for EIB is broad, although other
diagnoses such as cardiac dysfunction or physical deconditioning
typically precipitate symptoms that are maximal during exercise and
improve with exercise cessation. 

Investigation    
EIB may be strongly suspected by an appropriate history. However,
exercise-related respiratory symptoms actually have a poor predictive
value for the diagnosis of EIB compared with objective testing.12,13

Indeed, a study evaluating the relationship between symptoms and
field exercise testing revealed that a clinical-based diagnosis is likely
to be as accurate as a coin toss.14 The reasons for this remain
unclear,15 although this poor relationship may be explained in part by
the accuracy of diagnostic methods, altered perception of
symptoms, and genesis of symptoms from airway pathology distinct
from EIB. A secure diagnosis therefore depends on confirmatory
investigation (Figure 1). 
• Peak flow measurements are not an accurate means of

evaluating airway physiology in athletes and are therefore not
recommended.

• If resting spirometry demonstrates airflow obstruction, a
bronchodilator challenge should be performed looking for
evidence of reversibility of this obstruction (i.e. >12% and 200ml
increase in the forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1)
according to ATS/ERS (http://www.thoracic.org/statements.)
criteria and the International Olympic Committee (β2-
adrenoceptor agonists and the Olympic Games in Beijing;
http://www.olympic.org). 

• Resting spirometry is usually normal in this setting16 and
therefore a bronchial provocation challenge is necessary to
establish evidence of variable airflow obstruction to demonstrate
airway narrowing in response to a provocative substance (e.g.
dry cold gas). Specifically, an athlete performs serial spirometry
tests before and after a challenge, usually looking for a 10% fall
in FEV1.

• Exercise challenge tests, whilst intuitive, are not recommended
as a first-line investigation given their poor sensitivity for
diagnosis and the fact that they are difficult to perform reliably.17

• Direct access to bronchial provocation testing is generally poor in
primary care,6 but a local lung physiology service will often be
able to assist with testing. Alternatively, the mannitol

Figure 1.  Diagnostic algorithm for exercise-induced
bronchoconstriction (EIB). NB: Criteria for bronchodilator
reversibility and a positive provocation test result may
vary (i.e. >12% and 200mL increase in forced expiratory
volume in 1 second (FEV1). For more information see
GINA 2011 document, ATS/ERS criteria and the
International Olympic Committee (β2-adrenoceptor
agonists and the Olympic Games in Beijing;
http://www.olympic.org). It may also be necessary for
athletes to repeat a bronchoprovocation test if negative
initially. Note that other investigations such as marked
peak flow variability may be used to support a diagnosis
of asthma
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bronchoprovocation test may prove feasible in a primary care
setting,18 but it is important for primary care physicians to be
aware of specific protocol and safety precautions required to
perform such tests.

• A diagnostic trial of therapy (e.g. with a short-acting β2-agonist)
without confirmatory objective testing is not recommended
given the poor diagnostic value of symptoms. An athlete may
not respond to first-line therapies and there may be overlap
between EIB and other causes of exercise-related dyspnoea.

Management     
Treatment options that should be considered and discussed with the
athlete include both pharmacological and non-pharmacological
interventions. 
Non-pharmacological 
• Performing a high-intensity interval warm-up (i.e. bursts of high-

intensity exercise interspersed with periods of low-intensity
exercise) takes advantage of the refractory period in up to half
of athletes and should be encouraged.8 In some cases it will be
possible to provide sport-specific training advice that takes into
account avoidance of triggers, timing of warm-up, and
administration of inhalers. 

• Enhanced humidification and warmth of the inspired air (e.g. by
wearing a scarf or face muffle during training in very cold
weather) may reduce the intensity of the provoking stimulus.

• Dietary interventions that may be beneficial include omega-3
acid supplementation19 and a low sodium diet.20

Pharmacological 
• An inhaled short-acting β2-agonist administered 15 mins before

exercise is usually effective in negating EIB and forms the
mainstay of treatment. 

• Further treatment should be guided by the frequency of
requirement of β2-agonist therapy and the presence of
additional symptoms. An athlete who has asthma symptoms
outside the setting of exercise or who is frequently using β2-
agonist medication (i.e. more than three times per week) should
be treated with a regular inhaled corticosteroid or an oral
leukotriene antagonist. 

• Physicians should be aware that frequent use of inhaled β2-
agonist medication is associated with drug tolerance, negating
its efficacy,21 and will fail to control underlying airway
inflammation.

• Associated nasal symptoms (e.g. rhinitis) should be assessed and
effectively treated with topical nasal anti-inflammatory
medication.22 

• Exercise-induced asthma has a specific Quality and Outcomes
Framework read code and athletes with EIB are likely to benefit
from certain aspects of the follow-up within a standard asthma
framework (e.g. attention to efficacy of treatment and inhaler
technique).

It is important for athletes and physicians to be aware that some
asthma medications remain on the World Anti-Doping Agency
prohibited list. The majority of inhaled medications are no longer
prohibited for use, but anti-doping guidance is frequently updated

and therefore it is advisable to view the website
(www.globaldro.org) or contact UK anti-doping for the latest
specific guidance. Moreover, it is important to note that prescription
of oral prednisolone still requires a therapeutic use exemption, a
document providing supporting evidence of the clinical indication
for treatment.  

Conclusions 
EIB is prevalent in athletes of all abilities and can impact on their
health and performance. The majority of athletes are assessed and
treated in primary care, so awareness of the need for an accurate
diagnosis with objective tests and a pragmatic approach to
treatment is vital to ensure best care for this unique population. 
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